We investigate a family of Diophantine polynomial equations which involve continuant functions. In particular, given a polynomial P (x) ∈ Z[x] and n ∈ N, we consider the equation
Introduction
We start by introducing the generalised continuants K (t) n . Given t ∈ Z\{0}, let K (t) n be a polynomial of n variables which is defined by the recurrent formula n (x 1 , . . . , x n ) + tK (t) n−1 (x 1 , . . . , x n−1 ).
(
To make the notation shorter, we denote x m,n := (x m , x m+1 , . . . , x n ), m n + 1 and x m,n := (x n , x n−1 , . . . , x m ), m n + 1.
For t = 1 the polynomial K (t)
n (x 1,n ) is the standard continuant K n (x 1,n ) which plays an important role in the theory of continued fractions. Indeed, a finite continued fraction [a 0 ; a 1 , . . . , a n ] is a rational number which enumerator and denominator are K n+1 (a 0,n ) and K n (a 1,n ) respectively. We refer the reader to [3, Chapter X] for details.
Fix n ∈ N, n 2 and t ∈ Z\{0}. Let P (x) = c 0 + c 1 x + . . . + c d x d be a polynomial with integer coefficients such that c 0 = (−t)
n and x d P ((−t) n−1 x −1 ) = C · P (x),
where C is some non-zero constant. One can easily check that monic symmetric and antisymmetric polynomials are covered by this property. Indeed, for those polynomials the condition (2) is satisfied with t = −1. Many such polynomials also satisfy (2) with t = 1 and either an even or an odd value of n. The central Diophantine equation of this paper is
n−1 (x 1,n−1 )) = K (t)
n (x 0,n−1 )K (t)
n (x 1,n ).
Since deg(P ) can be arbitrarily high, so can be the degree of this equation. Despite this, we will show that it usually has infinitely many solutions and moreover the set of solutions has quite an interesting structure. In Section 3 we show that for t = ±1 every solution x 0,n of (3) generates a sequence S = . . . , x −1 , x 0 , . . . , x n , . . . of integers such that any tuple x m,m+n is also a solution of (3) . In Section 4 we provide a different way of constructing infinitely many solutions x of the equation (3) . We do it by noticing that K (t)
n (x 0,n−1 ) = ±1 implies that there exists x n ∈ Z such that x 0,n is a solution of (3) . We believe that in many cases different solutions x 0,n achieved in this way generate different sequences S. We do not prove this statement formally, however we can see this in examples considered in the paper. Next, in Section 5 we show that, base on a solution of (3) for a particular value of n, we can construct new solutions of the equation for the same polynomial P (x) and bigger values of n. That gives us the third method of generating solutions of (3). In the last section we notice the relation between the factorisations P (m) = d 1 d 2 for integer values of m, d 1 , d 2 and the solutions of (3) where t = 1, P (x) is fixed and n may vary. At the end, by considering factorisations of the polynomial m 4 + 1 for small integer values m we conclude that in general the three methods for generating new solutions of (3) described above are still not sufficient to provide all solutions of this equation. Therefore the problem of classifying all the solutions of (3) still waits for its discoverer.
To the best of authors knowledge, equations of the form (3) are mostly uncovered in the literature. We can only refer to a paper [1] where the case n = 2 and some particular types of the polynomials P (x) were considered. On the other hand, continuants play an important role in the solutions of some Diophantine equations. The most classical example is Pell's equation x 2 − dy 2 = ±1 where d is not a perfect square. It is well known that all its solutions (x, y) are (K kn (a 0,kn−1 ), K kn−1 (a 1,kn−1 )), where [a 0 ; a 1 , a 2 , . . .] is a continued fraction of √ d, n is the length of its period and k is any positive integer. We refer to [2, Section IV.11] for details. Also Schinzel recently used continuants to find all solutions of the equation
Properties of generalised continuants
Continuants naturally arise from the following matrix identity which can easily be checked from the recurrent formula (1):
It in turn provides the following properties of continuants which we will use later.
The first two properties are trivial: (4) can be derived by considering the determinant of both hand sides and (5) is an application of the standard induction. To check (6) one notices that
Then, by transposing the both sides of the matrix equation, multiplying by diag(t, 1) from the left and by diag(t, 1) −1 from the right we get
. Now property (6) follows straightforwardly.
In the end of this section we provide another property of generalised continuants. From (5) we can derive that
3 Sequences of equation (3) solutions Property (6) already reveals some symmetry of the solutions of (3): if x 0,n solves it then so does its "inverse" x 0,n . However one can say much more about their structure. The next theorem, which is one of the main results of this paper, says that every solution of (3) generates a chain of solutions.
Theorem 1. Let P (x) be a polynomial with integer coefficients, which satisfies (2). Assume that x 0,n ∈ Z n+1 is an integer solution of the equation (3) such that each term x 0 , . . . , x n is coprime with t. Then there exists x n+1 ∈ Z and x −1 ∈ Z such that x 1,n+1 and x −1,n−1 are also solutions of (3).
Moreover the value x n+1 (respectively x −1 ) is uniquely defined by x 0,n unless K
n−1 (x 0,n−2 ) = 0). In the latter case, x 1,n+1 is a solution of (3) for any integer x n+1 .
Proof. Firstly note that coprimeness conditions and recurrent formula (1) imply that for any m, k ∈ Z 0 such that 0
k (x m,m+k−1 ) are coprime with t. Moreover, (4) 
n−1 (x 2,n ) = 0. Then we can apply (4) to get
Substituting this into the equation (3) gives us
Therefore there is an integer T such that
n−1 (x 2,n ) = 0). By the first property in (2) the left hand side of (8) is congruent to (−t) n . On the other hand, (5) implies that its right hand side is congruent to tT · K (t) n−2 (x 3,n ). Hence we have the following congruence
Aditionally, (4) implies that
By comparing the last two congruences and by cancelling K
n−1 (x 2,n )) and therefore there exists x n+1 ∈ Z such that
Note that, since K (t) n−1 (x 2,n ) = 0, x n+1 is defined uniquely (as a solution of linear equation). Now suppose the contrary, K
n (x 1,n ) equals either 1 or −1 because otherwise it is not coprime with K (t) n−1 (x 2,n ) = 0. This fact implies (8) for some T ∈ Z because ±1 divides every integer number. By the first property in (2) the left hand side of (8) equals (−t) n . On the other hand by (5) the right hand side equals
n−1 (x 2,n ) = 0, the equation (9) is satisfied for any integer x n+1 .
To conclude, we have shown that for any integer solution x 0,n of (3) there exists x n+1 ∈ Z such that x 1,n+1 is also a solution of (3). Analogous arguments allow us to find x −1 ∈ Z such that x −1,n−1 is a solution of (3).
Note that from Theorem 1 we can extract the formula for x n+1 :
If
n (x 1,n ) = 0 then we necessarily have P (K (t) n−1 (x 2,n )) = 0 and
We can slightly modify Theorem 1 to show that the solution x 0,n is usually uniquely determined by its n first elements. In fact, we can prove Theorem 2. Let x 0,n−1 be an integer n-tuple such that all its terms are coprime with t. If the value K (t)
n−1 (x 1,n−1 )) then there exists x n ∈ Z such that x 0,n is a solution of (3). Moreover, this value is unique, provided that K
Proof. We have that there exists an integer T such that
n (x 0,n−1 ).
Then we repeat the arguments of Theorem 1 starting from (8) with x 0,n−1 in place of x 1,n .
As before we can compute the value of x n from Theorem 2. In this case it can be computed by formula (10) with all the scripts of x's shifted by one unit left.
Note that in both Theorems we assumed that all elements of x 0,n (respectively of x 0,n−1 in Theorem 2) are coprime with t. Unfortunately, we can not guarantee the same property for x −1 and x n+1 (respectively for x n ). However in two cases, t = ±1, the coprimality conditions for x 0,n become trivial and can be removed. For convenience, in further discussion we will always set t to one of these two values. n−1 (x m,m+n−2 ) = 0. Furthermore, if x 0,n−1 is not the utmost n-tuple of S then this sequence is uniquely defined by x 0,n−1 . We denote the set of all (n + 1)-tuples of consecutive numbers from S by L(x 0,n ) and call it a chain. As we will see later, in many cases chains L(x 0,n ) are infinite and provide an infinite set of different solutions of (3). If
n−1 (x 1,n−1 ) = 0 we will also use the notation L(x 0,n−1 ) for the chain L(x 0,n ) to emphasize that it is uniquely defined by x 0,n−1 .
As we mentioned before, Property (6) suggests that the set of solutions of (3) is closed under inverting the terms in (n + 1)-tuples x 0,n . Moreover, careful investigation of the formula (10) shows that the chain L(x 0,n ) consists of all inverted (n + 1)-tuples from L(x 0,n ). We denote such a chain by L(x 0,n ), i.e.
. In other words the sequences L(x 0,n−1 ) define the equivalence classes for the roots of (3):
We finish this section by the natural question:
Problem A. Given n ∈ N, t = ±1 and a polynomial P (x) which satisfies (2), classify all chains L(x 0,n−1 ) of solutions of (3).
In general this problem seems to be very difficult. The case n = 2 and t = 1 is considered in [1] , where the complete classification of chains L(x 0 , x 1 ) such that x 0 , x 1 ∈ Z 0 for polynomials P of degree four is provided. For certain polynomials of higher degrees [1] gives only a partial classification of chains. We will present the result for the polynomial P (x) = x 4 + 1 from that paper at the end of the next section.
Equation
Recall that now we only consider the cases t = ±1. Additionally, from now on we assume that the polynomial P (x) is fixed and so is the equation (3) . Therefore, whenever we mention the chain L(x), we mean the chain of solutions of that fixed equation.
Note that if K (t)
n (x 0,n−1 ) = 1 then the conditions of Theorem 2 are definitely satisfied. This fact allows us to construct many chains L(x 0,n−1 ). Indeed, it is not difficult to check that the equation
n (x 0,n−1 ) = 1 has infinitely many solutions for all n 2 if t = 1 and for all n 3 if t = −1. For example, the value K n (x 1 , . . . , x n ) = 1 gives a chain L(x 1,n ). Therefore the classification of all solutions K (t) n (x 1,n ) = 1 gives a family of chains L(x 1,n ). Unfortunately, as we will see in Section 6 in the general case this family does not give us a full classification of equation (3) solutions.
Lets firstly concentrate on the case t = 1. A complete family of solutions of Diophantine equations K n (x 1 , . . . , x n ) = 1 for small values n can be found with relatively standard elementary methods. A quick search of the literature did not reveal any research on the equations of this type. Therefore here we briefly consider these equations for n = 2, 3 and 4 to explain general ideas behind their solutions.
Because of the Property (6) we can restrict our search of the solutions to the case (x 1 , . . . , x n ) l (x n , x n−1 , . . . , x 1 ) where by l we mean being smaller or equal in the lexicographical order.
The case n = 2 is straightforward:
consist of one-parametric series (0, a), a ∈ Z together with its inverse (a, 0).
For higher values of n the number of different families of solutions grows quickly. However we still have a finite amount of them. Proof. The equation can be rewritten as follows
Notice that at least one of the three values |x 1 |, |x 2 | and |x 3 | must be less than two. Indeed, otherwise we have that |x 1 |, |x 3 | are at most a quarter of |x 1 x 2 x 3 | and 1 1/8|x 1 x 2 x 3 |. Therefore
which contradicts the equation. Then we consider several cases.
• x 1 = 0. This gives a series of the solutions (0, a, 1), a ∈ Z.
• x 2 = 0 gives solutions (a, 0, 1 − a), a ∈ Z.
• x 3 = 0 gives solutions (1, a, 0), a ∈ Z.
• x 1 = 1 gives the equation x 3 (x 2 + 1) = 0. The case x 3 = 0 has already been considered therefore x 2 = −1 which gives solutions (1, −1, a), a ∈ Z.
• x 2 = 1 gives the equation x 1 x 3 + x 1 + x 3 = 1. After rewriting it as (x 1 + 1)(x 3 + 1) = 2 and by taking all possible factorisations of 2 we get new solutions (−2, 1, −3) and (−3, 1, −2).
• x 3 = 1 gives solutions (a, −1, 1), a ∈ Z.
• x 1 = −1 gives the equation x 3 (1 − x 2 ) = 2. By taking all possible factorisations of 2 we get extra solutions (−1, 3, −1) and (−1, 2, −2).
• x 2 = −1 gives the equation (x 1 − 1)(x 3 − 1) = 0 with no new solutions.
• x 3 = −1 gives one more additional solution (−2, 2, −1).
In the equation K 4 (x 1,4 ) = 1 for n = 4 we can also prove that at least one of the variables |x 1 |, . . . , |x 4 | is less than two. Then it again suffices to consider the finite amount of cases. Here we only provide the classification of the solutions of K 4 (x 1,4 ) = 1 and leave the rigorous proof to the interested reader.
Theorem 3. In total, the equation K 4 (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , x 4 ) = 1 has
• three two-parameter series of solutions (0, a, b, 0), (0, a, 0, b), (a, 0, −a, b) , a, b ∈ Z together with their inverses;
• three one-parameter series of solutions (1, a, −1, 1), (−1, a, 1, −1), (a, −1, 1, a) together with their inverses; As we can see, the amount of different series of roots of the equation K n (x 1 , . . . , x n ) = 1 grows rapidly with n. We expect that it will continue growing like that for bigger n too.
For higher values of n we only show that there are infinitely many solutions of the equation (11):
has infinitely many integer solutions for any n 2.
Proof. We have already showed this for n 4. Now assume that n 5. By using Property (5) of continuants we get that (x 1 , . . . , x n−1 , 0) is a solution of (11) as soon as (x 1 , . . . , x n−2 ) is a solution of K n−2 (x 1 , . . . , x n−1 ) = 1. As we already know, the latter has infinitely many solutions.
Theorem 2 and Proposition 3 together suggest the way of finding infinitely many different sequences L(x 0,n−1 ). We consider all n-tuples x 0,n−1 such that K n (x 0,n−1 ) = 1 (Proposition 3 says that there are infinitely many of them) and then by Theorem 2 we construct x n ∈ Z such that x 0,n is a solution of (3). Theoretically all (n + 1)-tuples constructed in this way may belong to the same sequence L(x 0,n−1 ) but on practise this is usually not the case.
The case t = −1 can be considered in a similar way. • four additional solutions (1, 2, 2), (1, 3, 1), (2, 1, 3) together with their inverses. n+2 (x 1,n+2 ) has infinitely many solutions. By the definition of the generalised continuants, the equation K (−1) n (x 1,n ) = 1 has a solution for n = 0 and n = 1, we already know that it has solutions for n = 2 and n = 3 and basic induction finishes the proof for n 4.
To conclude, the solutions of K n (x 1,n ) = −1 may generate more chains L(x 1,n ). By this method we can construct at least partial classification of chains. We call the chain L(
n (x) = ±1. Then the Problem A can be speified a bit further.
Problem B. Given n ∈ N, t = ±1 and a polynomial P (x) which satisfies (2), classify all nonstandard chains L(x 1,n ).
4.1
The case n = 2 and P (x) = x 4 + 1
Let n = 2. The paper [1] contains a full classification of chains L(x 0 , x 1 ) with nonnegative x 0 and x 1 for polynomials P (x) of degree 4. With some efforts that classification can be extended to all chains L(x 0 , x 1 ). We demonstrate this statement for a model example P (x) = x 4 + 1. In this case the result from [1] states Theorem Bad. The positive integer solutions of the equation
are elements of chains L(0, a) where a ∈ N.
Firstly note that the solutions of (12) are close under changing the sign: (x 0 , x 1 , x 2 ) is a solution of (12) if and only if (−x 0 , −x 1 , −x 2 ) is. This fact immediately gives us the classification of all negative solutions of (12): they are elements of the chains L(0, a) where a < 0.
Next, the solutions with at least one zero term can be easily found. If x 0 = 0 then x 0,2 is an element of a chain L(0, a) for some a ∈ Z. Similarly solutions with x 2 = 0 are elements of chains L(0, a), a ∈ Z. Finally, a straightforward check shows that any triple (x 0 , 0, x 2 ) is a solution of (12).
The remaining case is when the signs of the solutions (x 0 , x 1 , x 2 ) alternate. Without loss of generality assume that x 0 > 0 > x 1 . Then from (12) we have that x 2 must also be positive. The chain L(x 0 , x 1 ) can not contain zero since we already classified all chain with zeroes and none of them have terms with alternating signs. Therefore, by consecutive inspection of elements x 3 , x 4 , . . . from the chain L(x 0 , x 1 ) we get that terms of any solution x k,k+2 ∈ L(x 0 , x 2 ) have alternating signs. By replacing x 0,2 with its inverse x 0,2 , if needed, we may guarantee that |x 0 | > |x 1 |. Therefore the chain L(x 0 , x 1 ) must contain an element x k,k+2 such that |x k | |x k+1 | |x k+2 |, otherwise it would contain zero, which is impossible. By rewriting (12) with
we can easily classify all such integer solutions. Up to a sign there is only one such a solution: |x k | = |x k+2 | = 2 and |x k+1 | = 1. Hence x 0,2 is an element of either L(2, −1, 2) or L(−2, 1, −2). As a conclusion we end this section with the complete classification of integer solutions of (12).
Theorem 5. Every integer solution (x 0 , x 1 , x 2 ) of (12) falls into one of the following categories:
• x 0,2 has x 1 = 0;
A trivial inspection of all three cases above shows that for n = 2 ad P (x) = x 4 + 1 all chains L(x 0 , x 1 ) are standard.
Other ways of generating solutions of (3)
In this section we will show that each solution x 0,n+1 of the equation (3) generates many other solutions of (3) for the same polynomial P (x) but for different values of n. Fix a polynomial P (x) and consider Condition (2) for various values n. Notice that for t = 1, if P (x) satisfies (2) for some n then it satisfies the same condition for all values of n of the same parity. Furthermore, for t = −1 if P (x) satisfies (2) for some n then it satisfies the same condition for all n. Based on this observation we denote by A t (P ) the set of all integer solutions of (3) for a given t and P (x) and for any integer n such that P (x) satisfies (2) .
Further in this section we will always assume that x 0,n+1 is a solutions of (3). To start with, assume that t = 1. We have K n+1 (x 0,n ) | P (K n (x 1,n )). Then we also have that for any d ∈ Z,
By applying Theorem 2 we find the value x ′ n+1 such that (0, a, x 0,n , x ′ n+1 ) is a new solution of (3) for the value n + 2. Since the parity of n and n + 2 coincide, we have that (0, a, x 0,n , x ′ n+1 ) ∈ A 1 (P ). Moreover if K n (x 1,n ) = 0 then the value x ′ n+1 is unique and can be computed by formula (10). Otherwise (0, a, x 0,n , x ′ n+1 ) is a solution of the main equation for any integer x ′ n+1 . Therefore we can define the maps from A 1 (P ) to itself:
From now on Let's assume that P (x) is either even or odd (i.e. P (−x) = ±P (x)). Then the same generating procedure will work for t = −1 too. Indeed,
Therefore in that case we can define two maps f (−1) a and f * (−1) a,b
for t = −1 in the same way as f a and f * a,b . Finally, we provide one more way of generating new elements of A t (P ) for even and odd polynomials P . By (7) we have that K
n+1 (x 0,n ). On the other hand, by Condition (5) we have
For t = −1 this gives a new solution of the equation (3) . Define a new map
Notice that in the case x 0 = 1 the inverse map g −1 is correctly defined. For t = −1, g maps A −1 (P ) to itself. However, since g changes the parity of the length of x 0,n , g(A 1 (P )) is not necessarily in A 1 (P ). On the other hand it can be fixed by introducing one more map
n+1 (x 1,n , x n+1 − t)).
Relation with the factorisation of values P (m)
Fix t = 1 and a polynomial P (x) which satisfies (2) for some integer value n 0 . In the previous section we observed that P (x) then satisfies conditions (2) for all n of the same parity as n 0 .
Consider an arbitrary factorisation P (m) = d 1 d 2 of the value P (m) at some positive integer value m into the product of two integer factors. Write d 1 /m as a continued fraction:
where a 0 ∈ Z and a 1 , . . . , a n ∈ N. Moreover, we can always choose such repesentation that n − n 0 is even. Since t = 1, conditions (2) imply that m and P (m) are coprime, therefore d 1 /m is irreducible continued fraction. From the theory of continued fractions we have m = K n−1 (a 1,n−1 ) and d 1 = K n (a 0,n−1 )
Therefore the n-tuple a 0,n−1 satisfies the conditions of Theorem 2. Moreover, K n−1 (a 1,n−1 ) = m = 0 which implies that there exists unique value a n such that a 0,n is a solution of (3).
To conclude, any factorisation of P (m) for positive integer m generates a solution a 0,n of (3) with a 0 , a n ∈ Z and a 1 , . . . , a n−1 ∈ N.
Conversely, for any solution a 0,n which satisfies (14) we have P (K n−1 (a 1,n−1 )) = K n (a 0,n−1 ) · K n (a 1,n ).
Denote m = K n−1 (a 1,n−1 ) ∈ N, d 1 = K n (a 0,n−1 ) and d 2 = K n (a 1,n ). Whence we have a bijection between all factorisations of P (m) and the solutions a 0,n of (3) satisfying (14). Therefore if we understand the full structure of the set A 1 (P ) then we can generate factorisations of P (m) in a constructive way. In particular, we will be able to construct values P (m) which factorisation as a product of primes satisfies the prescribed properties. This is quite important for cryptosystems like RSA.
Example
For better understanding of the equation (3) and its link to the factorisations of P (m) we look at our model example P (x) = x 4 + 1 and t = 1. It is easy to check that P (x) satisfies (2) for any even value n.
As discussed in the previous chapters we have a number of ways to create new solutions in A 1 (P ) based on already known ones. For any given solution x 0,n we can create the chain L(x 0,n ) of solutions, we can use maps f a and f * a,b , finally we have maps g ±1 •h ±1 . The natural question is then as follows: given all these maps and finitely many solutions of (3), can we generate all the set A 1 (P )? We do not know the formal answer to this question, however, as we will see in a moment, it seems to be negative. In any case, with help of the described maps we can construct a subclass of A 1 (P ) and therefore the subclass of the factorisations of numbers like m 4 + 1.
We start with the table which covers the factorisations of m 4 + 1 for small values of m. In the "x and a sequence S" column we write the solution x in brackets and then we write the sequence S around it. that for n 4 elements x n in the chain are strictly increasing. Also for n < 0 elements x n strictly decrease. We leave the rigorous proof of this statement to the reader. Therefore a quick inspection shows that K 4 (x m,m+3 ) > 1 for any four consecutive elements from the chain L (3, 1, 3, 2, 21 ).
